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ABSTRACT

In this paper 1 attempt to analyse time cognitive structure of requests. ¡ti order to do
so,I shall follow those cognitive theories on time organization of knowledge developed
by Lakoff (1987) and Johnson (1987), taking advantage of time image-schematic,
metaphoric and metonymic models they propose. Contrary to tose authors, however.
1 believe that it is necessary to posit the existence of a general definer for alí time members
of the category of requests. Therefore, following Ruiz de Mendoza (1995), 1 take time
structure of this category tobe that of a conceptual sehema, whose general definer would
be represented by a force image-sehema.

O. INTRODUCTION

The present paper constitutes a first approach to the analysis of time cognitive
structure of speech acts and its derived prototype effects. As is well known, a
considerable number of studies carried out within te framework of Cognitive
Linguistics imave already provided ample evidence supporting time claim that

language is a part of general cognition and that, as a result, linguistie categories
are subject to prototype effects) Time evidence which has beenput forward covers
most levels of linguistie description (syntactic constructions, morphology,
phonology, the lexicon, etc). Little attention, however, has been paid to speech
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acts, to how they are categorized, to whether or not they show prototype effects,
which cognitive models are activated in their execution, etc. It is precisely on

this that the present paper wishes to focus, with the general purpose of shedding
some light on at least some of the implications of Cognitive Models Theory and
Prototype Theory for the analysis and understanding of speech acts. The
advantages of pinpointing the aboye mentioned implications are meant to be

twofold. On the one hand, we are seeking to achieve confirmation of the Cognitive
Modeis Theory and Prototype Theory in the domain of Speech Acts. On the
other hand, we are contributing to a better understanding of speech acts from a
cognitive perspective.

1 shall proceed in three stages. First, 1 shall begin with a brief overview of

those theoretical constructs of current cognitive theories which 1 will make use
of in my analysis. Second, 1 shall survey some of the limitations of cognitivism
and suggest how wemight go beyond them towards a more satisfactory theory.
This will lead to a third stage in which 1 shall attempt to apply some of the
principies of Cognitive Models Theory to the analysis of requests.

1. COGNITIVE LINGUISTICS

Following the tenets of Cognitive Linguistics, 1 start off from two basic
assumptions, namely, that linguistic categories, like conceptual categories, show
prototype effects wimich occur at every level of language (syntax, morphology,
phonology, etc.) and that prototype effects are not organizing structures of
knowledge themselves, but rather the by-product of such an organization) Among
the attempts that have been made to establish Ihe possible sources of prototype
effects and atheory of mental representation, 1 shall focus on Lakoff’s Idealized
Cognitive Models. As is well known, he identifies four sources of prototype
effects according to the propositiorial, image-schematic, metonymic and
metaphoric structuring principIes they use. In the following analysis, 1 shall
closely follow Lakoff’s description as regards propositional3, metaphoric4 and
metonymic5 models, while taking advantage of Johnsons more detailed account
of image-schemas6 and especially of his treatment of a force gestalt and his
classification of force schemata.

Three further cognitive constructs, which will also be central to my analysis,
remain to be noted. First, Conventional Images which like image-sehemas are
context-free, non-specific, unconscious, aud effortless but which, unlike the
latter, are rich in detail, more specific, and show a high degree of uniformity.
Seconó, time concept of motivation. According to traditional linguistic theory,
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any meaning which could not be predicted or inferred was arbitrary; within ihe
cognitivist framework, motivation is a third alternative, as long as there is an
independent linle that makes sense of time relationship between the expression
and its meaning. Finally, Folk Modeis are defined by Lakoff (1987:8) as
informal, experience-based timeories that ordinary people have about every
important aspect of their lives. They are yet another construct which, together
with motivation and conventional images, has been taken into account in time

cognitive paradigm and which in turn will prove useful in the following analysis

of requests.

2. BEYOND PROTOTYPE THEORY. CONCEPTUAL SCHEMAS

Relevant though time prototype theory of categorization is, most cognitivists
including Laleoff (1987:5) are careful not to reject bluntly the tenets of classical
theory. It is generally admitted that the Aristotelian view that categories are
based on shared properties is not entirely wrong. It cannot be said tobe time whole

story, as had been held in the past, but it is certainly part of it.
Another matter, however, is wliether and how to integrate both approaches

within a unified account of categorization. Being as it is an option which most

followers of either theory would flatly reject, it has nevertheless been taken into
consideration by anumber of linguists? In diis fashion, Ruiz de Mendoza(1995),
has posited the existence of conceptual sehemas. These consist of a set of
necessary and sufficient conditions (a general definer), plus their related
prototypical associations whichare instaritiated by means of internal relational
ares. As Ruiz de Mendozapoints out, the network of intemal relations constitutes
the cognitive domain of a concept (i.e., an 1CM) and defines it in prototypical
terms as they instantiate the general definers. Such an account of the nature of
propositional categories runs partially counter to that of Lakoff’s. Unlike time
latter, who posits time existence of clusters of cognitive models which converge
to yield an ideal model, Ruiz de Mendoza argues that it is possible to state a set
of necessary and sufficient conditions for any concept. For instance, according
to Lakoff (1987) a concept such as «motimer» would be said to consist of several
different models (birth, nurturance, genetic, marital and genealogical models)
which converge to form time ideal concept of «mother». On the contrary, according
to Ruiz de Mendoza’s account, that concept involees a schema with a general
definer («woman who has (at least) one eblíd») which can be instantiated in
different ways as needed. Both Lakoff and Ruiz de Mendoza make use of
operational models for the extension of their propositional categories. But once
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more they differ as to their nature, While Lakoff makes use of metaphoric and
metonymic models, Ruiz de Mendoza posits a number of internal relational arcs
of the action, process, position and state types. The advantages of an approach
based on general definers plus pvototypical instantiations have already been
shown by Ruiz de Mendoza as regards a propositional category such as
«mother»A In the present analysis of requests, 1 will take advantage of his
constmct of a general definer (force schema) whose extension, due to its imagistie
nature, will be carried out in terms of metaphoric, metonymic and propositional
modeis.

3. A COGNITIVE STUDY OF REQUESTS

Following this brief overview of timose constructs of cognitivism wimicim 1
shal] use in my study, 1 am now in a position to concentrate on what constitutes
the subject matter of the present paper, namely, an analysis of requests from a
cognitive viewpoint. Consider time following examples:

(1)1 asklrequest you to shut up.
(2) Can you shut up?
(3) Can you shut up, please?
(4) Could you shut up?
(5) Could you shut up, please?
(6) Will you shut up, (please)?
(7) Would you shut up, (please)?
(8) Would you mmd shutting up, (please)?
(9) Shut up, please.
(10) Sbut up, will you?
(11) Shut up, can you?
(12) You are too noisy.
(13) What a noisy hoy you are!
(14) Can you shut time fuck up?!

These are alí requests for somebody to be quiet. Nevertheless, any native
speaker of English will certainly take some of them as better examples of requests
than others. Moreover, he or sime will not have any problem in deciding that
«Can you shut rip, please?» is a request, but they will probably hesitate as to
what extent «You are too noisy» can be regarded as such. It is not difficult,
however, to imagine a situation in which such an utterance is produced and
interpreted as a request for silence.

It is clear from time aboye that the speech act category of requests shows
prototype effects, some of its members being better examples than others.
Prototypical requests display a number of properties in terms of grammatical
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ami pragmatic correlates. On the one hand, their degree of prototypicality is
directly related to their degree of grammatical codification and conventionalization.
Thus, we can see that examples 2-8 constitute conventionalized types of requests,
the seven of them occupying the first positions regarding their prototypicality.
On the other hand, their degree of prototypicality is inversely related to their
degree of optionality. In this sense, example 12, which is anything but a
prototypical request, offers the addressee the widest option to decide upon whether
to perform the action.

Following Ruiz de Mendoza (1995), 1 would now like to posit that the nature
of timis category of requests is that of a conceptual schema, which consists of
a general definer (force schema) and its prototypical instantiations.
Furthermore, the expansion of the schemafrom its most prototypical to its most
peripheral members will obey those same cognitive mechanisms and knowledge

arrangements that are found in general cognition (idealized propositional models,
metaphors, metonimies, folk models, etc.)

3.1. A General Definer: Force Seheina

It was Johnson’s insight (1981: 57) that force image-sehemas could be
found to structure speech acts themselves. In the same way that «physical» or
«social» actions are subject to forces, speech acts, which are understood as
linguistie actions, should also be subject to these forces, but in this case
metaphorically understood.

A first step in this cognitive analysis of requests will, therefore, involve a
metaphoric mapping of the non-propositional, pre-conceptual structure of the
force image-schema onto the domain of requests. As will be made clear in time
following lines, the metaphoric projection we are proposing in order to endow
requests with an experiential, directly understood structure, complies with the
two requirements which constrain possible metaphors. On the one hand, the
cross-domain mapping is firmly grounded in bodily and everyday experience

and knowledge. In our daily life, requests are very much perceived like forces

that move one to perform a certain action. Sometimes one is willing to carry out
the requestand the force has its effect; other times, one is not so willing and one

opposes his/her own forces against the original force with varied results depending
on a number of factors (social hierarchy, intensity of time request, etc.). Many
everyday expressions reflect this understanding of requests as forces. For instance,

«His requestspushed/forced me toface tire problem», «Her requestfor love hit
rny heart and moved me to change myfeelings» or «His request was endowed
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with an ineludible force.» On the other hand, according to the Invariance
Principie (Lakoff, 1993), time image-schema structure of the source domain is
preserved when projected onto the target domain in a way which is consistent
with the inherent target domain structure.

It is necessary, before going any further in this analysis, to offer Johnson’s

(1987: 42-48) description of the internal gestalt structure of force sehemas, since
A u r.~.znr

mOst u’ toe iuituwiiig Is UaSeU un IL. í-x ijuijiner u¡ typ¡ca¡ teatures constitute
force gestalts:

First, forces have agents and targets.
Second, forces are directional. They involve the movement of an object or
time force itself dirough space in sorne direction.
Third, they have typically a single path of motion.
Fourth, forces display degrees of power or intensity.
Fifth, forces are always experienced through interaction. Because of that,
they always involve a sequence of causality (causal interaction).

Of the many differentforce schemata which are constantly operating in our
daily experience, only those variants which are relevant to this analysis will be
dealt with here. The first of them is the commonest of the forces we experience
in our daily life and it is known as compulsion. It can be represented by the
diagram below, where the dark arrow represents an actual force vector and the
broleen arrow denotes a trajectory or potential force vector:

Fi

Figure 1

Removal of restraint is yet anotimer variant of force schema which takes
into account time presence either actual or potential of a barrier whicim could block
the force.

Fi

Figure 2

When the actual barrier is removed or the potential barrier is not actually
present, force Fi can be exerted

Let me now retum to my original objective of metaphorically mapping time
source domain (force gestalt) onto time target domain (request). It is clear that
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requests, just like forces, have their origins in a certain agent and are aimed at
a particular target (a person who is asked to perform the action). They are,

therefore, directional, i.e., their vector moves from a speaker to an addressee.
More interestingly, requests show different degrees of power or intensity

just like any physical force. This is related, on the one hand, to their degree of
conventionalization and codification. In this sense, «Shut up, please!» (which

consists of a codified imperative form, plus a pragmatie mitigator) is more

powerful than «Can you shut rip, please?» (a conventionalized form with the
same pragmatic mitigator), which in turn is much more powerful than «You are
too noisy» (whose interpretation as a request can only be reached through a

complex cognitive process motivated by folk models, metaphors and
conventionalized images).

Qn time otimer imané, it is also linked to the last of the force gestalt features,
i.e., time fact that, just like forces, requests are also subject to interaction

constraints. Moreover, since requests are speech acts, they are used in social
interaction between members of a linguistie community. As a result, the age,

social status and social distance between speakers and addressees (to name just
a few factors) will have their effects on the power of a particular request. The
same request, «Can you shut up?», will be interpreted as more powerful when
it is addressed by a father to his children than viceversa.

Regarding the interactional properties of requests, 1 simalí hereafter focus on
two interesting aspects. First, 1 shall pay attention to the degree of politeness
inherent in different instances of requests and attempt to find out a cognitive
interpretation of the mechanísms (lilee mitigators or the use of time past tense)
that are responsible for it. Second and most importantly, 1 shall concentrate on
how time activation of our ICMs of social interaction favour and even motivate

the interpretation of certain utterances as requests. Sweetser (1984), interestingly
pointed out that social interaction can also be found to be organized by means
of ICMs. Following this, 1 posit time existence of an 1CM of Potiteness such as

Lhe following:

¡CM of Politeness

Ifthere isa state ofaffairs which is negativeforfl andA is aivare of it, tiren
A should do sometiring itt arder to a/ter sucir a state ofaffhirs. Not doing anything

about it world be considered social/y impo/ite.
Time Politeness 1CM we are proposing here isa cognitive version of Leech’s

(1983:79) Politeness Principie which regulates social distance ané which is
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mainly structured in terms of the so-called pragmatic seales of cost-benefit,
optionality and indirectness. Accordingly, the true nature of our 1CM of Politeness
would be that of acluster of three models, namely, the cost-benefit, the optionality
and the indirectness model. The internal structure of each of these models can
be defined as follows:

— Cost-benefit model: a speech act will be taken as inherently impolite
whenever it represents a cost for the addressee and a benefit for tbe speaker.

— Optionality ¡nodel: whenever the speech act involves a cost for time
addressee, the speaker will have to maximize the amount of choice given to the
addressee to act as needed.

— Indirectness ¡nodel: whenever the speech act involves a cost for the
addressee, the speaker will have to maximize the inferential path connecting the
illocutionary act to its illocutionary goal.

Ifwe follow Lakoff’s account of thenatureof categories in terms of clusters
of cognitive modeis, we could say that the three models presented aboye could
be said to converge to yield oir 1CM of Politeness. Nevertheless, connter to
Lakoff’s theory, and following Ruiz de Mendoza (1995) it Ls possible to take
one of the models (namely, time cost-benefit model) as more basic than time others
since the latter necessarily follow from it. As a matter of fact, it is a sine qua
non that we should evaluate the cost timat a certain speech act represents for time
addressee in order to assess its degree of impoliteness and in order to activate
those models (optionality and indirectness models) aimed at minimizing the
inherent lack of politeness of our speech act.

It is also interesting to point out that the three models are interrelated and
subordinated in such a fashion that through indirectness one maximizes
optionality and through optionality one maximizes non-cost for the addressee
and, as aresult, the degree of politeness of the speech act is maximized as well.
Therefore, we will find that, in general, whenever a speech act involves a cost
for the addressee die speaker will make use al so-called negative politeness in
order to minimize its lack of courtesy, either via maximizing optionality or via
maximizing indirectness.

3.2. Prototypes and Sehema Extension

It is clear from the aboye discussion that alí members of the category of
requests share a general definer, namely, a force sehema, which by virtue of lis
pre-conceptual, experientially-based nature, provides a directly meaningful
anchor to this concept of request. Some members of the category will be
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interpretable in terms of the force sehema alone. Others will require for their
interpretation a number of cognitive mechanisms including ICMs, metaphors,
metonymies, conventional images, etc. In general, their degree of prototypicality
will be shown to be inversely related to the number of such mechanisms involved
in their understanding. That is, cognitively basic instantiations will be the most
prototypical. Timere is, however, one exception to this generalization, which is
time case of lexically codified requests. As will be shown below, these are
cognitively quite basic, but they cannot be said to be prototypical instances of
requests. This has todo with the fact that lexically codified requests are so explicit
that they seem to btock time activation of time optionality or time indirectness models
and timerefore, they cannot be subject to any mitigating process that would render
them mote polite.

Take example number 1:

(1)1 ask/request you to shut up.

This is an instance of a request which can be interpreted just by means of
time force sehema of compulsion. It is, as has been anticipated aboye, acognitively
basic member of the category. No otimer cognitive mechanisms, apart from the
metaphoric projection of the force sehema orno the request domain, are needed
to understand it.

Fi ASK —*-

Agent: Target:
Speaker (1) Addressee (you)

Figure 3

In accordance with predictions, example 1 is a lexically codified request
and its degree of intcnsity is directly related to this. It is such a literal and explicit
request that it gives the addressee very little choice but to perform the requested
action if he or she is able to and they wish to comply with the principies of social
interaction that are included in the 1CM of Politeness. As pointed out aboye, it
fails to be a prototypical instance of a request because its inherent explicitness
blocles the activation of the optionality and indirectness models. (cf. ? 1 ask you
to shut up, please. )

Examples 2-5 are more complex. Let us begin with the first two of them:

(2) Can you shut up?
(3) Can you shut up, please?
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In the cognitive interpretation of timese expressions, as in that of example 1,
timere has also been a metaphoric projection of a force sehema onto time domain
of requests. But this does not suifice in itself to account for time fact that aquestion
about someone’s capacity to shut up can be interpreted, and is most frequently
interpreted as a request to keep quiet. Whatelse is going on in our mmd in order
to arrive at such an interpretation and not one about capacity? The answer to
this question begins by focusing on the second type of force schema presented
aboye, i.e., removal of restraint.

It is a fact which we encounter in our everyday experience that the forces
we exert upon objects or people may be blocked by abstract or material barriers,
which will have to be removed if we want our forces to achieve timeir intended
effects. In exactly the same way, the utterance of a question about our capacity
to perform an action is just intended to make sure that a potential or actual barrier
has been removed and that the addressee is capable of performing time action.
After projecting the structure of time force schema onto the structure of a request,
we are focusing on just one element of the schema (removal of restraint) and
taking it to stand for time whole force gestalt. It is precisely timis metonymic
operation that allows the interpretation of a question about capacity as a request.9
Such understanding of sentence 2 is also aided by time activation of time 1CM of
Politeness, according to which we are socially expected to alter those states of
affairs that do not benefit others especially ifwe are capable of doing so.

As for example number 3:

(3) Can you shut up, please?

Time pragmatie mitigator «please» contributes to the interpretation of the
question as a request. As a matter of fact the interpretation of 3 as a question
about capacity is basically ruled out by virtue of the pragmatic mitigator. This
can also be explained in cognitive terms by going back to the fifth feature
characterizing a force gestalt: interaction.

Requests, as a consequence of their being structured in terms of force
schemata, are also experienced via interaction. Furthermore, becauseof the fact
that requests are speech acts, they are experienced via social interaction within
a linguistie community. In the interpretation of sentence 3 as a request, the 1CM
of Politeness, which contains ourknowledge on the principIes of interaction that
regulate our society, has been activated. It is not surprising, therefore, that a
politeness operator sucim as «please» can be applied to a sentence like «Can you

sluit rip?» whenit is used as a request, but not so when it is just aquestion about
capacity. Questions about capacity are not structured in terms of force sehemata
and as a result, they do not partake of their interactional properties or any of
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their implications. Furthermore, in using time mitigator «please», we are especially
activating the optionality model. The mitigator cuts on the cost-benefit sealeby
setting up the condition that Lhe speech act will be performed only if the addressee
is willing todo as requested (cf «Can you shut up,(fyou) please?»). In doing
so, we seem tobe acknowledging the impolite nature of our speech act and trying
to minimize it by means of a pragmatie mitigator such as «please».

«Can you sirut up?» and «Can you shut ¡sp, please?» are still prototypical
members of the request category. Accordingly, they are conventionalized, their
degree of power is quite high and they are still cognitively quite basic.

Ihe cognitive interpretation of examples 4 and 5 is also related to time same
feature of interaction discussed aboye, as both of them are regarded as more
polite types of requests than those that have been dealt with so far.

(4) Could you shut up?

(5) Could you shut up, piense?
In example 5, time pragmatic mitigator «please» has the same fuction as in

example 3. Nevertheless, its presence in the sentence does not seem to be so
necessary for an interpretation of the utterance as a request as was the case in
time previous example. «Could you sirut ¡sp ?», by itself, is mostly used as a
request andonly very rarely is it taken as aquestion about capacity. (Forinstance,
in unusual conditional sentences such as « Could you shut ¡sp ¡fi stuck an iron

barinyourmoutir?».) It seems that what leads us to straightforwardly understand
example 4 as a request is the use of the past tense (could) as apragmatic mitigator.
Taylor (1989: 149-154) has proposed an explanation which accounts for this
pimenomenon in cognitive terms.

In bis analysis of time past tense as a polysemic morphosyntactic category,
Taylor points out that time past tense is stmctured as a family resemblance category
wimere time various meanings of time tense are related to one another. Among
them, there is the use of the past tense as a pragmatic mitigator, which according
to Taylor, has been conventionalized in the meanings of the past tense modals
in English. How the past tense can cometo be understood in such a fashion is
a ratimer complex cognitive process that seems to involve a donhie
metaphorization.

In the first place, there is a metaphoric mapping which structures the time
domain in terms of space ( for instance, we usually talk about the «distantpast»
or the «nearji,ture» ). The second step consists of a furtimer metaphor which
projects time scimema of distance and proximity onto time domain of social
¡nvolvement (e.g. «closefriend», «distant relative»). Therefore, by using the
past tense, the speaker can distance him or herself from time speech act they are
perforrning ( in this case, a request). Hence, the greater tact and politeness of
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«Co¡sld yo¡s shut ¡sp?» and hence, its straightforward interpretation as a request.
Such politeness would not be necessary in the production of a question about
capacity as timis is not experienced via social interaction as requests are. Timerefore,
a reading of sentence 5 in terms of someone’s capacity to perform an action
would sound somewhat forced to say time least.

To Taylor’s account of sentence 5, we should add tbat the distance needed
to obtain such a mitigating effect has to be established not only between the
addressee and his/her speech act, but also between the intended speech act and
the actual speech act. In using the past tense, we are activating our indirectness
model as we are maximizing the inferential path connecting time illocutionary
act to time illocutionary goal. As a result, optionality is being maximized, which
in turn maximizes non-cost for time addressee and time degree of politeness of time
speech act itself.’0 Furthermore, the presence of time mitigator «please» is not
essential for the interpretation of the sentence as a request anymore, as in order
to activate our 1CM of Politeness we only need to invoke eitimer the optionality
or the indirectness models. If we invoke both of them though, politeness is
increased.

Time explanatory power of Cognitive Models Timeory can be positively
assessed in relation to the fact timat a similar analysis in terms of metaphoric
mappings, metonymic operations, and time activation of ICMs, can be applied to
requests of time following leind:

(6) Will you shut up, (please)?
(7) Would you shut up, (please)?
(8) Would you mmd shutting up, (please)?

Intuitively, we could complete each of time aboye sentences to yield lexicalized
requests such as «Would you shut rip ¡fi asked you to?». Once more, our minds
are focusing on just one element of the force schema (i.e., the potential presence
of an obstacle). As opposed to examples 2-5, the source ofapossible impediment
to time satisfaction of our request is not to be found in time addressee’s capacity
to perform the action, but in his/her willingness to do so (once more time
optionality model has been activated). Cognitively, timis element of time force-
request schema is metonymically taken to stand for time whole schema and
interpreted as such. The certainty timat, if time addressee is willing to perform the
action in observance of time Politeness 1CM, our request will be attended to, is
pragmatically and psychologically real for botim speaker and addressee. The
metonymic operation whích follows can thus be found an explanation in terms
of a cognitive process aimed al the economy of linguistic resources. Moreover,
exactly as was the case in time previous examples (2-5), time interpretation of
sentences 6-8 as requests is aided by time individual or simultaneous activation
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of the optionality (~<please») or time indirectness (use of the past tense) models.
It is interesting to point out that there are many cases in which requests are based
on a combination of more than one model of our 1CM of Politeness. Take the
following sentences for instance, in which the italies show the useof optionality
operators and time constituents in bold are those that activata time indirectness
model.

— Do you think you could be quiet4please)?

Would yo¡s miad being quiet, (please)?
— Do you thmnk you could possibly be quiet,(please)?
They alí show a higher degree of politeness than timose instances in which

only one model is activated.
So far, we have only taken into account instances of requests in which the

verb is a one-place predicate. The cognitive analysis of those instances in which
the verb takes a complement, however, posits certain specific problems. In bis
pragmatic study of illocutions, Ruiz de Mendoza (1994) has shown how time
degree of specificity of the complement influences the interpretation of the
utterance as a request. He offers time following examples:

(15) Can you lift that box?
(16) Can you lift a box?
(17) Can you lift a box for me?

It seems that time existence of a specific identifiable complement or a
beneficiary of the main verb favours time reading of questions of this kind as
requests. The cognitive correlate of the pragmatic explanation offered by Ruiz
de Mendoza is quite straightforward. First, the potential obstacle to the
satisfaction of our request should be specific and concrete. Time interactional
nature of force-request sehemas links them to specific situations, so that a
question containing a generic complement is either immediately ruled out as a
request or would require a much more marked context for its understanding as
such (imagine a magician asking a member of time audience to lift any one of
the boxes that he has previously arranged on a table). Second, time use of time
beneficiary is just making explicit the interactional nature of the utterance and
pointing out that time speaker is going to benefit from the addresse&s action,
timus activating ourPoliteness 1CM and achieving the same result of yielding a
request reading.

As regards example 9:

(9) Shut up, please!

Its lower degree of prototypicality and politeness have a common source
which is time fact that «Shut ¡sp!» is basically an order. Once more, it is time use
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of the pragmatic mitigator «please» that allows time interpretation of the utterance
as a request.

It is extremely interesting to note here that orders can also be cognitively
understood and structured by means of a force schema, with the only difference
that, in this case, the force that is involved is of such an ineludible nature that it
does not leave the speaker any chance to refuse to perform the action.11 Orders
imply social distance and lack of politeness. Just like requests, they represent a
cost for the addressee and abenefit for time speaker, the basic difference between
them being that when uttering a request, we are acknowledging that timere is such
cost and we are giving the addressee an option not to perform the action. Once
more this is achieved through the negative politeness operator «please». This
enables a metaphoric mapping which construes courtesy and social closeness
in tenns of freedom of action. («Familiarity breeds contempt»). By virtue of this
metapimorie mapping, the utterance ceases to be an order and is understood as a
request that leaves time addressee time choice to refuse to attend time speaker’s
demand (i.e., time optionality model is activated).

As for time next two examples:

(10) Shut up, will you?
(11) Shut up, can you?

It can be pointed out that an identical function to that of the mitigator
«please», is the one that is carried out by question tags of the «Wi/l you?» and
«Can yo¡s?» types, which interestingly enough have their origin in the
conventionalized requests that have been treated aboye. It should be pointed
out that the number of cognitive processes involved in time understanding of
these sentences as requests includes alí those which were needed in the
interpretation of sentences 2, 6 and 9. Therefore, their cognitive complexity
turns them into less prototypical requests. Formed by an imperative (codified
prototypical order) plus a mitigator, they seem to be half way between orders
and requests. Too polite to be orders, too harsh to be prototypical requests, their
interpretation as eliher will be triggered by further underlying propositional
models such as the 1CM of Social Distante, wimich could be formulated in the
following terms:

¡CM of Social Distante

Wirenever there is cia action wiricir represents a costfor tire addressee and

a benefltJór tire speaken tire wider tire social distance between them, tire lesser
tire range of optionality to pe¡form tire action.
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Thus, if time aboye sentences are produced by somebody who is higher up
in the social scale (eg. the boss), we will tend to understand them as orders. Qn
time contrary, if they are uttered by someone who is an equal, we will talee them
as rather impolite requests, but not as orders.

Much more interesting to our analysis are examples such as:

(12) You are too noisy.

(13) What anoisy boy you are!
According to traditional linguistic theory, any linguistic form which cannot

be predicted is arbitrary. As is well known, Cognitive Linguisties provides us
with a third alternative: motivation. The «request» interpretation of the aboye
sentences is not predictablefrom time meanings of the individual words that make
them up, nor is it predictable from the use of any codified or conventionalized
grammatical procedure. Therefore, according to traditional theories, time use of
these utterances as requests must be arbitrary.

Qn the contrary, taking sides with Cognitive Linguistics, we would like to
propose that the relationship beween those sentences and their interpretation as
requests can be motivated since there is an independently existing link such that
alí those elements can fit together and make sense. The use of «You are too
notsy» as a request is motivated largely by the use of a conventional image
together with a metapimor timat exists independently in our conceptual system and
the activation of the 1CM of Politeness. These cognitive mechanisms provide
time necessary link between the aboye declarative sentence and its interpretation
as a request. Let us enter into more detail.

Most people have a conventional rich image associated with the situation
in which an utterance such as the one we are dealing witim takes place:

— Two or more people share the same room.
— One of them, who is trying to concentrate on his or her work or has got a

headache, is being disturbed by the noise someone else is producing (usually a
child accompanied by his parents.)

— Timere is not enough familiarity to ask the noise producer to stop making
the noise.

— The person who is being disturbedby the noise states, a1most indefectibly
with a smile, the fact that the other person is being too noisy.

— Time noise producer usually takes notice of it and stops making the
noise.

In addition, people have a certain knowledge about such images:
— The purpose of stating time obvious (namely, that someone is being noisy)

is usually rewarded by a change of attitude towards a quieter behaviour
(effectiveness).
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— Stating the obvious in a friendly sort of way is not usually going to
challenge any míe or principle of politeness (lack of offence).

Given the image, and the knowledge that time image is associated with
effectiveness and lack of offence, it provides alink to time use of the sentence as
arequest. On the other hand, such an interpretation will be aided by the following
metaphor:

Physical or psychological harm is social harm

The noise produced is causing physical harm (headache, loss of
concentration, etc.) andas aconsequence, social harm too (time person that has
to bear time noise develops a negative attitude towards time noise producer).

According to our 1CM of Politeness, knowing that there is a state of
affairs whicim is disturbing somebody and knowing that one is time source of
that disturbance should be followed by an action that is aimed at putting
that state of affairs to an end, so that time social harm will stop. Not doing
anything in timis respect would be considered extremely impolite. As a result,
«You are too noisy» can be used and interpreted as a request. Besides,
sentences 12 and 13 are very good examples of requests based on the
activation of time indirectness model. Timere is an unsatisfactory state of
affairs timat has it be changed in time benefit of time speaker but the addressee
has wide options to do notiming about it because time distance between the
speaker’s goal and what he actually says is great. Thus, indirectness
generates optionality and optionality generates non-cost for time addressee
and politeness.

Such an account of timese phenomena could be rejected as a sort of «folk
theory» in time foUowing way: we feel that time use of time aboye sentence as a
request is not completely arbitrary. On time contrary, we are acquainted with its
effectiveness in a large number of particular everyday life situations. The
«request» interpretation, however, cannot be completely predictedfrom time form
of time sentence. As aresult, we come up with an explanation sucim as the one we

have presented aboye. Even timough this could alí be wrong, it should be pointed
out that people, in their daily life, automatically and unconsciously come up
with folk theories of this kind which are psycimologically real for them and timis
should be accounted for.

Finally, one further observation can be made with respect to the last of the
sentences which are time object of timis study.

(14) Can you shut the fuck up?!
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This utterance displays time conventionalized form of a request, just like
examples 2 and 3. On the whole, however, there is something too harsh about it
that prevents it from reaching time status of a prototypical request. It could be
suggested that it is the presence of time NP «tirefuck» that is responsible for this.
Once more, there is a clash between the polite nature that requests are expected
to have as phenomena which are usually experienced via social interaction, on the
onehand; and time utterly impolite connotations of the NP «tirefiick», on the other

It is precisely this that makes example 14 a more peripheral member of the
request category. As a matter of fact, it is something we experience in our
everyday life that «Can you shut tire fttck ¡sp?!» is more often used as an order
timan as a request.

Taylor (1989:156) makes a further observation about instantiations of more
peripheral members such as time one we are dealing witim at time moment. He
observes that they appear to imave acquired the status of «conventionalized, quasi-
independent linguistic forms». It is worth noting here that one typically
experiences uncertainty as to whether to write them with a question or an

excíamation mark. Sentences of this kind seem to be little more than formulaic
expressions of orders. Althougim, on the otimer imand, they imave not yet lost the
conventionalized form of a request and they could be used as sucim in certain
unusual situations (imagine a dialogue between two punk mates, for instance).

4. FINAL REMARKS

Analyses of speech acts imave traditionally been carried out from time point
of view of pragmaties. Timus, codified, conventionalized and inferred (motivated)
instances of a certain speech act<2 imave already been explained in terms of
pragmatie principIes and conventions.

Time present paper has attempted to carry out this same task from a cognitive
point of view, using as its methodological tools time various constructs and the
overalí framework of Cognitive Linguistics. It represents a first approach to
what should be a comprehensive and much more detailed analysis of speech
acts from this perspective. In this sense, 1 have sketched what might become a
fairly productive line of researcim:

— the cognitive study of speech acts at abasic level of categorization (orders,
requests, promises, apologies, approvals, etc.) by focusing on those cognitive
mechanisms and knowledge arrangements that take part in their production and
interpretation and on timeir possible correlations with other aspects of the grammar,
pragmatics, and semantics.
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— the cognitive analysis of speech acts at a supeordinate level (directive,
compromisives, etc.) in terms of family resemblance categories or other cognitive
devices.

As we imave pointed out aboye, a cognitive approacim to speech acts is
complementary to those studies which are carried out from other perspectives
(pragmatics, semantics, discourse analysis, etc.) and should lead to
complementary conclusions, so that time final objective of a compreimensive alí-
embracing description of language can be achieved.

NOTES
Lakoff (1987, ch. 3); Taylor (1989, ch. 8-12).

2 E. Rose!-, (1978) herself, developer of theTbeory of Prorotypes, had fallen mío ibis

misonderstanding. Around (he first decades nf <he 1970s and under <he influetice of information
processing psychology, Rosch took pro<otype effects <o reflect <he internal structure of categories
as they are represented in <he mindín other words, pro<otypes were thought to constitute mental
representations. Later on, in <he 1970s, Rosch abandoned <his view and took pains lo distinguish
between what her experimental resulís showed,ie., that calegories show prototype effects andany
theories which might provide an explanalion of those findings.

~ Propositional Cognitive Models, which overlap to a large extent with what o<hers have
vasiously refelTed toas scripts (Schank and Abelson, 1977), don,ains (Langacker, 1987), schemas
(Rumelhart, 1975), indicate [he set ofelements, their propertiesand the relations that hold among
them,withrespcct toaparticulardomain. -

‘< Within Cognitive Linguisties, metaphors are defined as mappings from a source domain
(which is structured by a propositional or image-schematic model) on<o a target domain (which
is then s<ruc<ured and unders<ood in terms of the source domain). These rnappings apply borh to
novel poetie expressions (li<erary rnetaphors) and to much of ordinary everyday language.

Metonynúc models generally take place in one single domain, which is also structured
by means nf a propositional or image-schema<ic model. One elcment integrating such domain
may standter <he whole domain and in doirgso, it becomes a potential seurce of prototype efíecis.

6 For a detailed study on image-sehemas, see Johnson (1987). II is important <o point out
that image-sehema models differ in importan< respects from [he standard meaning of the term
schema. Whilethe former are «non-propositional structuresof imagination» (Johnson, 1987:19),
the latter are typically thoughl of as information and knowledge packages.

In the fleld ofsemantics, Lipka (1992:118) hasargued iti faveurof an integration of feature
seman<ics and protoype semaníics, with the purpose of yielding a theory of wider explana<ory
po WC rs

See Ruiz de Mendoza (1995) for a more detailed analysis of <he concept«mother» in erms
of conceptual sehemas and prototypical associations.

~ An allemalive explanalion for the interprelation of questions aboutcapacityas requests is
offered by Taylor (1989:155). He regards sentence types as a polysemous family resemblance
category As aresult, a yes-no interrogative such as «Can you shut ¡sp7» has a range of possible
senses. It could be aquestion about capacity which requires a positive or negative answer; or it
might have the force ofa request. He adds tha< the number of occasions on which ene asks a yes-
no question for the sole purpose of eliciting thespeciñcation of polarity is ratherunfrequent. Our
«folk theory» telís us that a yes-nn question is invariably an<icipating something else, most
frequently a requesí.
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lO The activation of the indirectness model will be more clearly understood when dealing

wRh instances of requests of thekindof examples 12 atid 13.
This needs futher research. A comprehensive s<udy of everyparticular speech act in detail

will very probablyreveal that basic speech acts such as orders and requests, which cari be grouped
under <he label of directives ori a superordinate level, ohey (he same cognitive mechanisms and
form higher level categories with general definers and schema extensions. They may also be found
<o constitute family resemblance categories.

2 The dis<inction between codified, conventionalized and inferred speech acts has been
taken from Ruiz de Mendoza (1994).
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